We investigated the growth of the two phase-separating materials diindenoperylene (DIP) and buckminsterfullerene C 60 with different mixing ratio in real-time and in situ by X-ray scattering experiments. We found that at room temperature, mixtures with an excess of DIP show a growth mode which is very close to the perfect layer-by-layer limit with DIP crystallites forming over the entire film thickness. An unexpected increase in the island size is observed for these mixtures as a function of film thickness. On the other hand, equimolar and C 60 dominated mixtures grow with poor crystallinity but form very smooth films. Additionally, it is observed that higher substrate temperatures lead to an increase in the length scale of phase separation with film thickness. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx
INTRODUCTION
During the last years, devices fabricated with organic semiconductors (OSCs) have evolved to an attractive alternative to conventional inorganic ones. Organic electronics benefit from potentially low preparation costs, low-temperature processing, and flexible substrates. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] OSCs can be employed as active layers in organic field effect transistors, organic light emitting diodes, or organic photovoltaics (OPVs). 9 For all of these devices, the crystallinity of the thin films, interface morphology as well as the orientation of the individual molecules is of substantial importance for the performance. 10, 11 Particularly in the case of OPV, mixtures of two different materials can be employed as an active layer 12 and the mixing behavior and the associated length scales of the two materials play an important role. In general, various complex scenarios are possible. In a simple picture, one can distinguish between a statistical intermixing, an ordered crystal structure, or phase separation of the materials. [13] [14] [15] Obviously, in non-ideal cases the observed scenario may consist of a combination of these limiting cases. The observed mixing behavior depends on many parameters like the substrate temperature, deposition rate, mixing ratio, and sterical compatibility. Recently, for equimolar mixtures of the rod-like diindenoperylene (DIP) and the sphere-like buckminsterfullerene C 60 , we reported a kinetically limited thickness-dependent phase separation. 16 Furthermore, this material combination has shown promising a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
alexander.gerlach@uni-tuebingen.de characteristics in OPV cells, employing planar heterojunction as well as bulk heterojunction geometries, 17 making it interesting for further investigations, while the growth of the pure materials on various substrates was studied in detail. [18] [19] [20] In order to monitor the growth, to identify transient effects, and to exclude the influence of ambient conditions on the film structure, real-time in situ experiments are necessary. While scanning imaging methods like atomic force microscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy can reveal the local morphology in great detail, scattering techniques give non-invasive access to information on the nano-scale, statistically averaged over a much larger sample area [21] [22] [23] at higher probing frequencies for real-time experiments. 24, 25 Real time monitoring of the scattering intensity at the anti-Bragg 26, 27 point during the thin film growth allows to discriminate between the three basic growth modes: 28 the stepflow, the layer-by-layer, and three-dimensional (i.e., growth accompanied by the formation of islands higher than one mono-layer) growth modes, which result in constant scattered intensity, periodic intensity oscillations, and steep intensity decay, respectively. In the anti-Bragg regime, various probes including specular reflected thermal energy He atoms, 28 high energy electron diffraction (RHEED), 29, 30 and X-ray reflection in the anti-Bragg point 26, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] have been used to follow the growth mode and detect growth instabilities. Additional information on atomic or molecular island density evolution, which may exhibit oscillations due to island nucleation and coalesce during growth, can be obtained by monitoring diffuse (off-specular) X-ray scattering. 36, 37 The diffuse scattering can be detected for in situ experiments in real time, 20, [38] [39] [40] thanks to the advent of modern two dimensional X-ray detectors. Information obtained from the evolution of the diffuse scattering is complementary to that from the intensity evolution at the anti-Bragg point and it is important for an unambiguous interpretation of reciprocal space data.
We investigated the influence of substrate temperature and mixing ratio on the kinetics of the phase separation. We used various X-ray scattering techniques, namely X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD), for probing the out-of-plane and in-plane film structure, respectively. Additionally, we follow in parallel the real time evolution of the diffuse scattering and of the intensity in the anti-Bragg point in a grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) geometry. 41, 42 At higher substrate temperatures, the crystallinity of the pure phases as well as the length scale of phase separation increases with higher substrate temperatures. For mixtures with an excess of DIP, we observe an increase in the coherently scattering in-plane domain size D coh ∥ and the averaged island distance D island . Furthermore, a near perfect layer-by-layer growth mode is observed for the DIP:C 60 mixed film in the mixing ratio of 3:1. Contrary to this, for equimolar and C 60 dominated mixtures the crystallinity of the films is significantly lower, although very smooth films are observed.
EXPERIMENTAL
DIP was obtained from the University of Stuttgart and purified twice via temperature gradient sublimation before use. C 60 was purchased from CreaPhys and used without further purification. The films were prepared and investigated during growth in a portable ultrahigh vacuum chamber. 43 Silicon covered with native oxide (nSiO) was used as a substrate. The oxide layer thickness was approximately 2.7 nm. Before installation, the substrates were ultrasonically cleaned with acetone, isopropanol, and purified water. Before each film deposition, the substrate was heated up to 770 K. The pressure in the vacuum chamber was lower than 1 × 10 −8 mbar during the deposition. Real-time GIXD measurements at the ID03 beamline of the ESRF were performed for films with mixing ratios DIP:C 60 1:1, 3:1, and 1:3 at substrate temperatures of 303 K, 338 K, and 373 K (no 1:1 at 338 K). The total growth rate was between 0.17 and 0.22 nm/min. The energy was set to 11.5 keV (corresponding to a wavelength of 1.08 Å). A MaxiPix area detector was employed and slits were put directly in front of the detector to mimic a point detector for real-time and postgrowth scans (XRR and wide-range GIXD). The XRR data were fitted using Parratt's formalism 44 implemented in the GenX software 45 up to q z = 0.20 Å −1 using a model consisting of one bilayer, representing the wetting layer (i.e., completely filled molecular layers and partially filled molecular layers on the top which represent the wedding-cake like growth reported for DIP 46, 47 ). The Bragg peaks in the GIXD data were fitted with Gaussians to obtain the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks. Scherrer's equation (D coh ∥ = 2πK/FWHM with K = 0.94 for spherical crystallites) was used to calculate D coh ∥ . 48 The instrumental broadening was not included, hence the estimated values are lower limits only. Real-time in situ GISAXS measurements were performed at the X04SA beam-line of the Swiss Light Source 49 at a wavelength of 1.00 Å. The incidence angle of the X-ray beam was fixed at α i = 0.848
• , which corresponds to the anti-Bragg point of the DIP (0 0 1) out-of-plane reflection, and the scattered signal was detected using a PILATUS II two dimensional detector. Films of DIP:C 60 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, and 1:3 mixtures and the pure materials at 303 K substrate temperature were prepared.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray reflectivity
XRR measurements were performed to study the crystal structure perpendicular to the surface. Figure 1 depicts the data visually grouped according to the three different substrate temperatures 303 K, 338 K, and 373 K. Within each data group, the DIP:C 60 3:1 mixture is shown at the top with red circles, followed by the 1:1 (black empty triangles) and 1:3 (blue filled squares) mixtures, respectively. The pronounced Kiessig oscillations (in the range q z = 0.3 Å −1 ) are a strong indication for films with a smooth top surface. With increasing substrate temperature, these oscillations are more strongly attenuated due to higher surface roughness. The thickness and roughness extracted from fitting the data are summarized in Table I .
The thicknesses of the films extracted from the electrondensity profiles differ by up to 25% from each other. Therefore, under the approximation of linear roughening, we compare the ratio σ/d (Table I) . We can identify a much stronger roughening for the high T films (373 K) compared to the low T (303 K) films for all mixing ratios.
The black solid and red dashed vertical lines in Fig I. Summary of the film parameters extracted from the fitted XRR and GIXD data. The following values are listed: Substrate temperature T sub , mixing ratio DIP:C 60 , film thickness d, roughness σ, relative roughness σ/d, and in-plane coherent crystallite size D coh∥ for DIP and C 60 . observed out-of-plane Bragg peaks can be clearly associated with one or the other compound. Since no other Bragg peaks are observed, it is obvious that the two materials form phaseseparated crystalline domains, consisting of pristine materials, and no new hybrid crystal phase is observed. For all three different substrate temperatures, in the DIP:C 60 3:1 mixtures (red circles), the Bragg peaks (first and second order), which can be ascribed to standing-up domains of DIP, are clearly visible. For the same mixing ratio, the C 60 (1 1 1) Bragg peak is observed only as a small hump on the high q z side of the DIP (0 0 2) Bragg reflection. For mixtures with an excess of C 60 , independent of the substrate temperature, no well-defined Bragg peaks can be observed, only at 373 K the DIP (0 0 1) reflection is slightly visible. For an equimolar mixing ratio, the substrate temperature has a relatively strong impact on the out-of-plane crystallinity. The DIP Bragg peaks get more pronounced with increasing substrate temperature. For all temperatures, the equimolar mixtures do not show any out-of-plane Bragg peaks corresponding to C 60 . However, the out-of-plane coherent crystal size of the equimolar mixture at the highest temperature (373 K) is still smaller than the one of the DIP:C 60 3:1 mixture at 303 K. Furthermore, the DIP Bragg peaks in mixtures grown at 303 K and 338 K are slightly shifted to lower q z values, compared to pure DIP films. 50 The first (second) DIP Bragg peak is observed at 0. ). This shift corresponds to an increase of the lattice vector perpendicular to the surface by 0.3 Å to 16.9 Å at a substrate temperature of 303 K compared to 16.6 Å in pure films or high T (373 K) mixtures. This increased out-of-plane spacing can be explained by a DIP unit cell with molecules which are slightly more upright presumably induced by a reduced grain size (see D coh of DIP in Table I ). Note that a similar unit cell modification was observed for submonolayers of DIP which have a similar small grain size. 33 
Grazing incidence diffraction
In addition to the XRR data, GIXD measurements were performed on the same samples. The data for the different mixing ratios prepared at different substrate temperatures are depicted in Fig. 2 . The intensity of the different in-plane Bragg peaks increases with substrate temperature, as was also observed in the out-of-plane data. For the different mixing ratios, generally the Bragg peaks corresponding to the dominant material in the mixtures are more pronounced at all three substrate temperatures. The calculated values are listed in Table I for different substrate temperatures and mixing ratios.
At a substrate temperature of 303 K, the in-plane coherent crystallite size D coh ∥ is relatively small. For the equimolar mixing and the one with an excess of C 60 only the C 60 fcc (1 1 1) at q x y = 0.768 Å −1 can be fitted. Other reflections are superimposed on a wide hump in the range q x y = 1.1-1.8 Å −1 . For a substrate temperature of 373 K, all three mixtures show well defined peaks. The size of the coherently scattering domains for both DIP and C 60 is almost independent of the mixing ratio. Only the relative intensities of the peaks change strongly with the mixing ratio as the intensity is proportional to the amount of material in the mixtures. From the data in Fig. 2 , we can clearly see that with increasing substrate temperature both the crystallinity of the pure phases as well as the degree of phase separation increase strongly. Similar to the growth of the pure materials on nSiO 46 (Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively), whereas DIP domains are textured with (0 0 1) planes parallel to the sample surface.
Real-time grazing incidence diffraction
In order to investigate the evolution of the mixing behavior during film growth, real-time GIXD measurements were performed. The measurements allow us to determine the coherently scattering crystal size (D coh ∥ ) dependent on the film thickness during growth. Figure 3 shows an exemplary dataset for the DIP:C 60 3:1 mixture at a substrate temperature of 373 K. The image shows mainly the evolution of the DIP (1 1 0) and (0 2 0) peaks. For the first 4 nm the peaks are not well defined, indicating that the coherently scattering domains form only after a certain film thickness, similar to the results already reported for lower substrate temperatures. 16 In the data shown in Fig. 3 , the C 60 peak is only weakly visible, while the DIP peaks are dominant.
From the temporal evolution of the width of the Bragg peaks in the individual scans, we calculate D coh ∥ as a function of film thickness or equivalently growth time. The evolution of D coh ∥ (i) at 373 K substrate temperature is shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c) for three different mixing ratios and (ii) at three different substrate temperatures is illustrated in Fig. 4(d) for DIP:C 60 3:1 mixtures.
An increase of D coh ∥ during film growth, independent of the mixing ratio, is observed at 373 K (Fig. 4) . As observed from the post-growth GIXD data (Fig. 2) , the absolute values of D coh ∥ for the different mixing ratios are very different. For the DIP:C 60 3:1 ratio, the increase of D coh ∥ of DIP is the most pronounced of all mixing ratios. We observe a very fast increase of D coh ∥ at the beginning of the growth, which saturates later (the dip at 6 nm is a fitting artefact stemming from a superposition with the C 60 (2 2 0) peak). In contrast to this observation, for DIP:C 60 1:1 and 1:3 the increment in D coh ∥ as a function of thickness (for both DIP and C 60 ) is slower. For these mixing ratios, also a fast increase up to a certain thickness (∼5 nm for 1:1 and ∼1 nm for 1:3), followed by a rather slow increase of D coh ∥ , is observed. Note that the large D coh ∥ fluctuations at the beginning of the growth (d < 5 nm) stem from fitting artefacts due to a weak signal at the initial stage of the growth (Fig. 4(b) ). Next we focus on a comparison of the thickness dependence of D coh ∥ of DIP:C 60 3:1 mixtures grown at different substrate temperatures (Fig. 4(d) ). With increasing substrate temperature a sudden increase of D coh ∥ is observed, which appears at lower film thicknesses. In addition, the increase of D coh ∥ during the later stage of the film growth (d > 5 nm) is steeper at higher substrate temperatures. However, the common observation for 3:1 mixtures at all substrate temperatures is that D coh ∥ is increasing over the whole film growth.
Real-time grazing incidence small-angle scattering
In order to characterize the evolution of the surface morphology of the mixtures, real-time GISAXS measurements were performed. A schematic of the typical GISAXS experimental setup and a typical GISAXS profile is shown in Fig. 5 . Data were extracted from three different regions indicated in the image: First, the variation in intensity was monitored at the so-called anti-Bragg point of the DIP (0 0 1) peak 53 at q z = 0.185 Å −1 , from which information on the growth mode, i.e., Frank-van der Merwe, Stranski-Krastanov, or Volmer-Weber growth, can be extracted. 27, [54] [55] [56] Please note that the anti-Bragg condition of pure DIP incidentally coincides with the quarter-Bragg condition of C 60 (1 1 1). Second, for each frame the intensity along the q z direction in the region comprising the Yoneda wing, 57 i.e., the points in the reciprocal space map, where the exit angle equals the critical angle of the organic film (shown as a horizontal dashed line in Fig. 5 ), was integrated, resulting in intensity profiles along q y . The position of the peaks stemming from the correlation of island appearing in these profiles (and also visible in the reciprocal space maps as regions of enhanced intensity centred along q y ≈ ±0.1 nm −1 ) was then fitted with Lorentzians. The average island distance D island was determined as D island = 2π/q cen ∥ , where q cen ∥ is the center of the peak. Furthermore, from the integrated intensity of the diffuse part of the Yoneda wing, 57 the roughness evolution of the film can be estimated. Figure 6 depicts the different data obtained from the GISAXS profiles as a function of the film thickness for the different mixing ratios; the extracted D island , the intensity of the anti-Bragg peak, and the integrated diffuse intensity is plotted. For different mixing ratios, we find different evolutions of the signals with film thickness. The gray vertical lines are used as guides for the eye. For pure DIP, the anti-Bragg oscillations match the monolayer thicknesses of standing-up DIP molecules. For all other films, the antiBragg oscillations obviously cannot be easily explained by the DIP material deposited alone, but complex considerations including coherent and incoherent superpositions of waves scattered from domains of different materials play a role.
The pure DIP (Fig. 6(a) ) is consistent with results reported in the literature. 40, 58 During the deposition of the first two monolayers, D island increases rapidly to ∼200 nm. From this thickness onwards, D island continues to grow further up to at least ∼300 nm, which is the resolution limit of the experiment. However, the well pronounced two anti-Bragg oscillations at the beginning of the growth indicate that DIP grows for the first two layers in a layer-by-layer growth mode and then the film starts to roughen quickly (damping of the anti-Bragg oscillations), as reported in Refs. 40 and 46. The diffuse signal, which is inter alia a measure for the roughness of the film, 59 peaks at positions of half-filled layers of the DIP film (for the first two monolayers) and afterwards increases steadily.
The blends with excess of DIP, i.e., DIP:C 60 3:1 and 2:1 (Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) ), depict very interesting evolutions of the GISAXS signal with increasing film thickness. D island increases over the whole film growth, however, not monotonously but with periodic oscillations. Both the anti-Bragg as well as the diffuse intensity also show oscillations over the entire film thickness. The maxima of the diffuse intensity match positions of the minima of the anti-Bragg oscillations, which shows again that the roughness of a film has a local maximum when a layer is half-filled and is reduced afterwards. The oscillations can be observed over the whole film growth, indicating only slow roughening of the film, with the growth being close to the layer-by-layer limit. The anti-Bragg oscillations show two different periodicities and different intensity maximum values. This can be attributed to the fact that we are investigating phase-separating mixtures and non-trivial interference patterns, arising from the different materials, can be expected. Note that it is difficult to designate the maxima of the anti-Bragg oscillations to specific monolayers for mixtures, since DIP and C 60 are sterically incompatible (ratio of long DIP axis to C 60 diameter being ∼2:1) and therefore the definition of a monolayer is not obvious.
In contrast to blends with excess DIP, the equimolar and C 60 dominated mixtures show a different evolution of the GISAXS signals (Figs. 6(d) and 6(e)). D island is clearly smaller than in the DIP dominated mixtures. Furthermore, there are neither distinct oscillations in the D island evolution nor in the diffuse signal. However, the anti-Bragg intensities for the DIP:C 60 1:1 and 1:3 mixtures show oscillations with a periodicity of approximately 4 nm which, surprisingly, become more pronounced with increasing film thickness. In the GISAXS data of the 1:1 mixture, two different features corresponding to two D island are observed for thicknesses higher than 12 nm. One of these can be related to DIP and the other to C 60 , as already observed in post-growth measurements of the same mixture. 16 D island of C 60 can be basically determined throughout the entire growth.
The GISAXS data of pure C 60 indicate that C 60 does not grow in a layer-by-layer mode on nSiO, in contrast to what is observed for films on mica substrates. 20 Rather, the growth of the pure C 60 and DIP:C 60 1:1 and 1:3 seems to be similar. D island has a similar magnitude and time-evolution for all three films (Figs. 6(d)-6(f) ). Moreover, also the roughness evolution, estimated from the evolution of the diffuse intensity, is similar. Note that for film thicknesses between 2.5 and 4.5 nm, D island could not be determined for DIP:C 60 1:3 (and pure C 60 ), since no intensity maxima related to D island were observed in the probed q y region. In this thickness interval, we assume that the films grow again in a near-layer-bylayer mode. For C 60 on mica thickness regions without well defined in-plane correlation peaks are also observed, which are probably related to completely filled layers. 20 
DISCUSSION
The real-time GIXD and GISAXS measurements reveal a different temporal evolution of grain sizes and surface morphologies for the different mixing ratios. For 3:1 mixtures, we observe favorable conditions for the crystallization of DIP. In addition, at 373 K we can also resolve the formation of C 60 crystal grains. The kinetically limited phase separation reported for DIP:C 60 1:1 at 303 K 16 is even more pronounced in DIP:C 60 3:1. With increasing substrate temperature D coh ∥ increases, indicating a larger length scale of phase separation due to the enhanced thermal energy of the molecules. All measurements indicate that DIP:C 60 forms smoother films at all investigated substrate temperatures compared to pure phase films. 46 From the real-time GISAXS data at 303 K, one can conclude a growth mode close to the layer-by-layer limit ( Fig. 7(a) ) accompanied by an increase of the D coh ∥ as well as of D island over the whole film growth. The overall increase of island distance D island with film thickness means that the average island density decreases with film thickness. For each subsequent layer, the domain size increases. The reason for this might be that a more shallow surface potential landscape exists due to the underlying organic layer that leads to larger diffusion lengths of the molecules and therefore fewer, but larger islands. 60 The observed continuous filling of the single layers leading to very smooth films might be explained by the C 60 filling the voids between the DIP crystallites. Besides an overall increase of D island with film thickness, an interesting intra-layer behavior of D island is observed. At the beginning of each layer D island decreases, which indicates that new islands are formed. During the further filling of the layer, the number of islands increases, leading to a further decrease of D island . From a certain layer coverage onwards (a little more than 50%), the islands get very close together and start to coalesce (Fig. 7(b) ). This can be seen by an increase of D island . This is qualitatively different to the growth kinetics of pure DIP where after ∼3 monolayers a transition to the island growth is observed. 40 Presumably, the islands in the mixtures do not consist purely of one material and the C 60 may decorate the step-edges of the DIP, as observed for C 60 deposited on pentacene. 61 The difference between D island and D coh ∥ indicates that the islands can include both materials and are not formed by a single coherently scattering domain. Most likely, impinging DIP and C 60 molecules which arrive on the top of not completely filled layer diffuse relatively fast to the step edge and jump to the layer below to fill the voids between the islands or attach to the islands and increase the island size. The presence of C 60 leads potentially to a reduced Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, 62, 63 in the film. Calculations for C 60 on the top of DIP already suggest a relatively low EhrlichSchwoebel barrier which C 60 has to overcome to jump to a lower layer. 64 We conclude that the presence of DIP may facilitate the diffusion of the more prevalent C 60 molecules down the molecular steps at the edges of islands, which results in the layer-by-layer growth mode and smoother films compared to pure C 60 . This is different for pure DIP where a rapid roughening of the film, which has been explained by local spatial inhomogeneities and resulting locally different growth rates 46 and strain effects, 65 has been reported. The C 60 in the mixtures can potentially fill voids between tilted DIP domains and lead to a more homogeneous energetic landscape for molecular diffusion in further layers.
The growth of DIP:C 60 1:1 and 1:3 is different. There are no oscillations of D island with film thickness and the almost constant diffuse signal indicates that the roughness of the films is not changing drastically during the growth, probably since the formed islands are randomly arranged on the surface and not as well ordered as observed for the DIP:C 60 3:1 mixture. The overall low roughness for a substrate temperature of 303 K suggests that also for these two mixtures the growth is close to a layer-by-layer mode. However, DIP and C 60 do not form well-ordered crystallites as observed in the DIP:C 60 3:1 mixture. In this case, the stochastically mixed fraction of the film seems to dominate the growth.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have seen that the mixing ratio has a strong impact on the growth of DIP:C 60 mixtures. For mixtures in which DIP is the dominant part, the growth resembles the growth of pure DIP, including the formation of pure DIP crystallites, but instead of island growth, 46 we observe a pure layer-by-layer growth with a very smooth top surface. This is probably due to C 60 molecules filling the voids between DIP crystallites. For DIP:C 60 in the mixing ratio 3:1 prepared at a substrate temperature 303 K, the island distance D island increases continuously over the whole film thickness; however D coh ∥ is increasing only very slowly, which means that there is a distinct difference between the coherently scattering domain size and the average island distance (which is related to the island size).
For higher substrate temperatures, an appreciable increase in the coherent crystal size D coh ∥ is observed, showing that the length scale of phase separation is increasing with film thickness.
On the other hand, equimolar and C 60 dominated mixtures show a different growth scenario. The films exhibit a significant lower crystallinity and a weaker increase of D coh ∥ with film thickness. However, at 303 K also a growth mode which is close to the limit of the pure layer-by-layer growth can be expected. 
